
 *The Gemeinsam4Ukraine is a partner initiative of Berlin to Borders,
 a Berlin-based group providing aid to Ukraine and to refugees



How was “Gemeinsam4Ukraine” founded?
 
Maggie Garcia and Maria Ines Mariano intitially met each through social media. When they heard about 
the outbreak of war in Ukraine, they decided to join forces and respond quickly to the humanitarian 
crisis.
As a result, on February 25, the Berlin-based initiative “Gemeinsam4Ukraine” was founded.
During the following days, Ani Melnik and Chris Knickerbocker joined.

From left to right :

Maria Ines Mariano, Chris Knickerbocker,
Maggie Garcia

Location : Warehouse / Donation Center

Berlin to Borders 
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Aided by Polish-speaking volunteers, we began sending aid to refugees in Poland in the early weeks of the 
war. Our network of volunteers and contacts has grown significantly, now allowing us to send aid directly 
into Ukraine to the places where it is most needed.
In March, Gemeinsam4Ukraine joined forces with Berlin to Borders and we have operated as a single team 
since then. From the beginning, social media, like Instagram, Facebook and WhatsApp, have been critical 
channels for fundraising.
Donations of money and supplies have been received from people and organisations around Germany, as well as from 
countries like Denmark, Switzerland, and the Netherlands.

Private donors, artists, companies, supermarkets, and restaurants have joined the call for donations.

Who supports us?
The NGO Mad.Aid with its initiative United4Ukraine from the United 
Kingdom.

Who collaborates with us?
We have built an umbrella partnership with several organisations 
such as International Aid Group, Helping Wing, Techfugees & 
Parents4Ukraine.

Who are we supporting?
Pomich_in_UA, Nezalejna Ukraine, Hospitalers Ukraine, 
Rage Defenders Sumy, StopTryvoga, “Nebayduzhi” International 
charitable foundation.

Where do the donations come from?
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We are receiving donations from universities, schools, small businesses, private individuals and through our 
umbrella partnership.



Necessary items include essentials for babies, non-per-
ishable food, hygiene supplies, medicines, medical kits, 
survival equipment, underwear, pet food, and medication 
for animals.

(* this map / image  is in German)

What experience has been gained and what are the goals and targets?
 
Operating the Gemeinsam4Ukraine project as part of the Berlin To Borders organisation has allowed us to create an aid system where 
donors can drop off their contributions at a central Berlin location, and rely on us as a facilitator to get the donations to different parts 
of Ukraine.
Our commitment to helping the ones in need is strong and more than 30,000 people have received help through our network.
Humanitarian aid is brought inside Ukraine to places such as Kharkiv, Kyiv, Zaporizhzhya, Chernihiv, Lviv, Ivano-Franskivk, Lugansk, 
Odesa, Ternopil, Mykolaiv, Sumy, Donetsk region, Bukha, Lutsk, Irpin, and Borodyanka.
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What is “Gemeinsam4Ukraine” looking for?

 Our 3 key goals right now:

One full equipment ambulance (22k €) to be sent to a hospital in the Donetsk region.
One portable ventilator (7k €) for an ambulance at Zaporizhzhia hospital.
Tactical medical equipment (Tourniquets, IFAKS, Israeli bandages, Hemostatics,etc) (cost is around 20k €).
 We are also looking for volunteers who would like to join the initiative and can organise charity events to raise 
money, or who can arrange a “donation action” at their workplace.
 We are looking for volunteers who can help us in the Donation Centre sorting and preparing boxes to be 
shipped, to help with the Solidarity Shop, another project of Berlin To Borders, as well as volunteers who have 
a driver’s licence and a car for pickups within Berlin and surrounding areas.
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Organitations behind us

TECHFUGEES GROUP
www.techfugees.com

Supporting Partners

PARENTS4UKRAINE
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Organizations and initiatives we support in Ukraine

    CHARITY FOUNDATION 
   “NEBAYDUZHI”

  STOPTRYVOGA



CONTACT

E-mail:
info@berlintoborders.org
gemeinsam4ukraine@gmail.com
IG: gemeinsam4ukraine
IG: berlintoborders
Website: www.berlintoborders.org

Our Warehouse | Donation Center is located:

 Chris Knickerbocker
Info@chrisknickerbocker.de

* Need more information about how can you contribute?
 Please, don’t hesitate to contact us.

Maggie Garcia
gemeinsam4ukraine@gmail.com

Berlin to Borders 
An der Michaelbrücke 1 
10179,  Berlin
Deutschland

Collective “Gemeinsam4Ukraine” 
Co-Founders
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